~MARK YOUR CALENDAR!~

STUDENT POSTER & PRESENTATION DAY
Friday, May 5, 2017
Students from across the disciplines present their research and creative projects.

A DAY IN MAY
Tuesday, May 16, 2017
Faculty who received CELTSS funding share their scholarly and creative work.

Scholars on the Hill
Thursday, April 27, 2017
CELTSS, Hemenway 208
2:30 – 3:30 p.m.
Scholars on the Hill

2:30 p.m.  POSTER PRESENTATIONS
Barbara Milot

2:45 p.m.  WELCOME
Dr. Elaine Beilin
Director, CELTSS

2:50 p.m.  PRESENTATION
Christian Gentry & Timothy McDonald

3:10 p.m.  QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION

Poster Presentation

Barbara Milot
Explorations in Paper: studio work from the Vermont Studio Center

This ongoing series uses various physical manipulations of paper (folding, scoring, tearing, layering) to make images in response to current events. The images originate in photographs with tension added through the use of an unexpected, and not easily controlled, medium.

Presentation

Christian Gentry & Timothy McDonald
The Feedback Loop Project

The Feedback Loop Project is a collaborative visual art and audio processing project performed by Tim McDonald (drawing) and Christian Gentry (audio processing). This project explores the intersections of the visual and aural through the performance of process. The artists’ main goals in this project are to create an intimate creative space where their notions of their respective fields of artistry are simultaneously challenged and affirmed by coming together as a unique “performed” installation.